
The Analysis Of Officers
Killed Series
Robbery in Progress

Examines the dangers of
responding to armed

robbery calls and what
officers should do to help
save their own lives.

This program is the result
of a ten year U.S. study on
how and why officers were
killed while dealing with
an armed robbery in
progress or an armed
robbery suspect.

Actual cases are
dramatized to show how
officers were killed and to
illustrate what dangers
officers should be prepared
for when handling armed
robbery calls.
14 minutes, order 1-8515

Man with Gun Calls

Reenactments of the true
risks and new (U.S.) vital

statistics give officers the
information they need to
survive while on man-with-
gun calls. As this program
dramatically illustrates,
there are many ways to die
on a man-with-gun call.
Studying these ways may
keep officers alive.
14 minutes, order 1-8179

Traffic Stops

Re-enactments of actual
incidents help officers

identify mistakes and stay
alive.

From such first-time
disclosure of facts officers
will not only identify what
they do right but also see
mistakes they make that
could be deadly.
13 minutes, order 1-8180

Burglaries in Progress

This program is the
outcome of nationwide

FBI studies of officers killed
over a ten year period. It
identifies...and through
dramatic reenactment
analysis ...actual areas of
dangers encountered in
the past.

While some of the findings
will match expectations,
many others may suggest
re-evaluation of certain
beliefs and tactics.

Like previous programs in
this series, this film will
provide valuable tools in
survival training...for
rookies and for veteran
officers.
15 minutes, order 1-8308

Suspicious Person Calls

Through hard-hitting re-
enactments of actual

events (U.S.), the program
clearly illustrate
circumstances that have
cost officers their lives.
Studying these routine
situations gone awry may
contribute to keeping other
officers alive.
17 minutes, order 1-8415

Off-Duty

Many officers are killed
by taking risks ...

necessary or unnecessary
... while off duty. Of the
cases studied, most officers
died intervening in
business robberies; many
died attempting to catch
criminals without benefit of
back up or weapons; some
died in acts of revenge.

The program discourages
off duty investigations and
acts of heroism, and
suggests that the best role
to take is that of a good
witness.
17 minutes, order 1-8418

Handling Prisoners

First time disclosure of
facts, plus reenactments

of actual incidents, officers
can not only spot what
they do right, but
identify...and
avoid...mistakes that could
be deadly.
15 minutes, 1-8309

Domestic Disputes

Responding to calls of
domestic violence is

often the cause of assault
and death among law
enforcement officer. This
program is the result of a
ten year study on officers
who were killed while
dealing with a domestic
dispute situation. Actual
cases are dramatized,
showing how the officers
were killed and the kinds
of dangers future officers
should be prepared for
when handling domestic
disputes.

Emphasis is made on the
first minute of response
being the most crucial to
an officer's safety.
15 minutes, 1-8509
Professional
120 minutes, order 1-81790-IN

Anywhere But Here:
Prostitution And The
Law

Shows how enforcement
strategies have only

moved the problem from
area to area. Interviews all
the players in this
convoluted legal/social
dilemma.
Post Secondary - Introductory,
Post Secondary - Advanced, Adult,
Professional
29 minutes, order 9-1204-IN

Assignment: Prostitute
Decoy

This program trains
officers how to be

prostitute decoys and work
with backup to produce an
arrest. The importance of
being safe is stressed.
Professional
9 minutes, order 1-8961-IN
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Bloodborne Pathogens:
An Officer Survival Guide

Demonstrates available
personal protective

equipment, correct usage
with suspects or victims;
presents “at risk” situations;
disposal and clean-up.
Professional
30 minutes, order 1-8550-IN

Carjacking

A carjacking can happen
anywhere at anytine to

anyone. Through dramatic
recreations and expert
advice, viewers can learn
to protect themselves.
Although there is no
stereotypical carjacker to
identify, there are some
ways to recognize a
potential carjacking
situation. Law Enforcement
Instructor Ken Barnes
instructs viewers on
prevention techniques and
advises them on how to
react when faced with a
carjacker.
Adult
9 minutes, order 1-8779-IN

A Case Of Rape Series

A Case of Rape is one of
the most complete and

up-to-date police training
videos on the subject of
rape investigation that is
currently available to law
enforcement officers.

This three volume video
series features Harry
O'Reilly, former N.Y.P.D.
Detective Sergeant and
one of the nation's leading
experts on the subject of
rape investigation.

The video also features Dr.
Michael West, the world's
leading authority on
forensic photography and
finally, Detective Roger
Smith, whose case
development recently
appeared on America's
Most Wanted.

The volumes are divided
into forty minute segments
and offer a variety of
information on crime
scene preservation, hair
and fibre collection,
detecting and documenting
hidden wounds and
abrasions through actual
case studies (Ted Bundy),
interviewing skills, and
subject matter that are
exclusively designed for
law enforcement use only
and is not intended for
public presentation.

A Case of Rape, Volume 1
38 minutes, order 1-8737

A Case of Rape, Volume 2
60 minutes, order 1-8738

A Case of Rape, Volume 3
40 minutes, order 1-9739
Professional
138 minutes, order 1-87371-IN

Combat Shooting Tactics

Techniques prepare
officers for routine

situations which may turn
violent. Crucial skills:
targeting; threat
assesment; pistol/shotgun
use; group confrontation;
decision making.
Professional
18 minutes, order 1-8109-IN

Community Policing:
Violence In The
Workplace

There has been a rise in
disgruntled or fired

worker violence; domestic
violence taken to the
workplace, and irate
customer to business
personnel violence.

This program shows
officers how to alert
businesses and their
employees as to available
safety precautions,
including proactive
approaches to provide
training and information
on violent encounters in
the workplace.

By offering personal
assistance at businesses
and homes and
encouraging contact with
the police, officers can
make the difference in the
outcome of a violent
situation.
Adult
15 minutes, order 1-8885-IN

Community Policing:
Programs And Services

A clear presentation of
the purpose and

impediments of
community-oriented
policing.

Emphasizes the importance
of proper police training in
crime prevention and
community liaison. Offers
practical advice on how
citizens can protect
themselves and work
proactively with police to
enhance neighbourhood
safety.
Post Secondary - Advanced,
Professional
15 minutes, order 1-8860-IN

Crack Cocaine

Decribes physical
evidence officers should

look for; inventive
transportation methods
dealers use; effects, side-
effects, medical
complications.
Professional
15 minutes, order 1-8276-IN

Cursory Search And
Cursory Search
Takedown

In a detailed step-by-step
manner, this training

program explains
techniques for executing a
cursory search and a
cursory search takedown.

The five vital components
of a cursory search are
described and
demonstrated: always do a
visual search of the
individual first; make sure
you and the suspect are
properly positioned;
maintain control of the
suspect's hands; know how
to react to any sudden
actions of resistance; and
quick handcuffing.

Officers are also shown the
procedures for searching a
female suspect and how to
speed cuff. Produced by
the Los Angeles Sheriff's
Dept.
Professional
19 minutes, order 1-9102-IN

Deadly Force: The Last
Resort

Concise, informative
program helps officers

keep proper practices in
mind when deciding to
shoot or not.
Professional
12 minutes, order 2-5024-IN
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Dealing With Diversity

This program brings to
viewer's attention the

things law enforcement
officers must say or do that
could offend co-workers or
the public regarding their
race, gender, religion,
sexual orientation or
disability.
Adult
12 minutes, order 1-8951-IN

Diffusing Aggressive
Behavior

Gives officers a clear
course of action to

follow to effectively diffuse
agressive incidents before
anyone gets hurt.
Professional
18 minutes, order 1-8128-IN

Directing Traffic

This program on traffic
control tactics and safety

is an excellent educational
tool for new and
experienced law
enforcement officers,
reservists and other traffic
control agents. Both basic
and emergency traffic
control are covered.
Professional
15 minutes, order 1-8960-IN

Dog Bite Prevention

Advice from animal
behaviour specialists

and trainers offers
understanding and
important protection
techniques.
Adult, Professional
15 minutes, order 1-8453-IN

Domestic Violence: A
Multidisciplinary
Training Series

During the last decade
the problem of domestic

volence has received a
dramatic increase in public
and media attention and
presents the criminal
justice system with a major
challenge. Family violence
is not solely a law
enforcement problem;
responding effectively to
family violence requires a
coordinated and integrated
response from many
different groups and social
agencies.

With components for law
enforcement, district
attorneys, medical
providers, public and
community-based
organizations and other
service providers, this
state-of-the-art,
multidisciplinary training
curricula will enhance the
skills and knowledge of all
participants. Designed to
provide training at various
levels, this video combines
a 10-part video program
with a faciliator's guide
and software tailored to
four different tiers of
instruction : Law
Enforcement
Academy/Recruit Training;
First Responder/Patrol
Training; Community
Collaboration; and Family
Violence Specialist
Training.

The video covers various
topics related to domestic
violence, including why
victims of abuse stay with
their abuser, interviewing

victims, children and
batterers, cultural
differences and what to do
when the abuser is a police
officer.

This intensive training
program was developed by
representatives from the
Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department, Los
Angeles County District
Attorney's Office, Los
Angeles County Domestic
Violence Council,
Department of Children
and Family Services and
the LAC/USC Violence
Intervention Program.
Professional
75 minutes, order 1-2499-IN

Driven To Distraction

When operating their
patrol cars during even

the most routine situations,
patrol officers often must
perform multiple tasks
apart from driving their
vehicles safely.  The
leading cause of traffic
accidents involving on-
duty law enforcement
officers is distractions, such
as operating the radio,
lights, or siren of the
vehicle, looking for
directions on a map, or
looking in a direction other
than that in which the car
is moving.  This program
discusses ways in which
officers can manage such
distractions while driving
safely.
Adult
6 minutes, order 1-2272-IN

Drugs: User Recognition
The Tactical Training Series

Here is a program that
reviews the symptoms

and behaviours associated
with specific illegal drugs.
The drugs include
cannabis, LSD, alcohol,
barbiturates,
amphetamines, cocaine
and heroin.

Since drug use can lead to
unpredicatable behaviour,
frequently hostile and
aggressive, the video
suggests safety procedures
to follow. This is the
information a police officer
must have in order to
recognize and deal with a
person under the influence
of drugs.
Professional
19 minutes, order 1-9906-IN

Dynamic Dwi
Investigation: Part I

Demonstrates how to pull
a suspect over and

conduct a sobriety test,
focusing on drivers under
.14% BAC.
Adult
28 minutes, order 1-8579-IN

Dynamic Dwi
Investigation: Part Ii

Arrest procedures; report
writing and impairment

analysis; detailed account
of horizontal gaze
nystagmus test.
Adult
28 minutes, order 1-8580-IN
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Elder And Dependent
Adult Abuse

This program shows how
to recognize and report

neglect/abuse. Includes
indicators of abuse,
gathering evidence, and
the types of situations law
enforcement officers are
and are not responsible for
handling.

32 minutes, order 1-8959
Adult
32 minutes, order 1-8959-IN

Emergency Lighting And
Siren Audibility

This program
demonstrates the

relative ability of motorists
to see and hear an
emergency vehicle's lights
and sire as cars approach
an intersection from
different directions,
demonstrating eh inherent
hazards associated with
the Code 3 response.
Professional
7 minutes, order 1-8954-IN

Ethics In Law
Enforcement

Stimulate discussion
about ethical decision-

making.
Professional
19 minutes, order 1-8122-IN

Felony Vehicle Stops

Proper tactics and
procedures for a variety

of vehicle stops; stresses
officer control over self,
suspect, and situation.
Professional
30 minutes, order 1-8549-IN

Field Interviewing
Technique
The Tactical Training Series

At every crime scene
information must be

gathered. If it's done right,
an investigation will
proceed smoothly. If not,
witnesses may not co-
operate and the
investigation could grind to
a halt.

In a variety of situations,
basic guidelines for
interviewing witnesses are
presented. Officers are
taught to eliminate
anything that disrupts the
flow of information. They
are instructed to conduct
the interview in private
whenever possible, to
speak to all witnesses
separately, and to make
them comfortable.

The video stresses the
importance of treating the
witness with respect,
listening to the whole
story, asking questions,
taking detailed notes and
then summarizing what
the witness has said.
Professional
19 minutes, order 1-9919-IN

Hate Crimes

Hatred has fuelled
increasing violence in

recent years, both in the
United States and in ethnic
conflicts abroad. This hard-
hitting program examines
the brutal problem of hate
crimes from its roots in
stereotyping and prejudice
through the violence in
today's headlines.

Interviews with those
driven by hatred as well as
the victims of that hatred
show how discrimination
can lead to verbal abuse,
vandalism and physical
violence.
Ages 16 to Adult
22 minutes, order 1-8909-IN

High-risk Building
Entries

This program is one of
the most realistic and

informative police training
videos about proper
entries for officers who
execute high risk search
warrants for narcotics.

It was produced live on the
street and follows a high-
risk police entry team into
a dangerous crack house
in search of drugs and
weapons.  The tape
contains the most up-to-
date methods of effective
building entries and
containments and will help
reduce injuries and can
save lives.
Professional
28 minutes, order 1-8780-IN

High Speed Pursuits:
Code Three Operations

Law enforcement officers
must be highly trained

for high-speed pursuits.
Only by training, regular
practice, and consistency
with specific policy
guidelines can an officer
be prepared to pursue, to
make an emergency run to
a scene or know when to
call off a pursuit.

This training program
reviews many practical tips
for officers who will
engage in such pursuits.
Officers will learn not to
develop “tunnel vision”
while engaged in a high-
speed pursuit, but instead
to continuously assess the
situation and be aware of
his or her entire
surroundings.

They will also learn how to
keep a safe distance from
the fleeing vehicle and
techniques for relieving
personal stress. Most
important, officers will
learn how to judge when a
high-speed chase is
justified and when it is not.
Professional
19 minutes, order 1-8796-IN
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Homicide Crime Scene
Preservation And
Handling

Recent high profile cases
in the media have

focused attention on the
importance of conducting
a proper crime scene
investigation. Law
enforcement agencies
have been both praised
and criticized on their
handling of these sensitive
cases.

This up-to-date video
instructs patrol officers on
their proper role in the
investigation of a homicide
crime scene.

Points out common errors
made and shows the
correct procedures to
follow when a patrol
officer comes upon the
scene of a homicide.  How
to secure the crime scene,
how to avoid
contamination of evidence,
how to protect and obtain
various types ofphysical
evidence at a crime scene
and from the body of a
suspect and the use of
protective clothing at a
crime scene are among the
topics covered.

Although directed primarly
at patrol officers and their
role in a crime scene
investigation, it will serve
as a good refresher for
investigators and
supervisory personnel in
reinforcing the proper
techniques in crime scene
investigations.

Produced by the Los
Angeles Sheriff's
Department.

KEY POINTS: -  Teaches
new officers the basic steps
and precautions in
handling the crime scene
of a homicide
investigation. -  Assists new
officers in avoiding the
mistakes commonly made
in crime scene
investigations. -  Reinforces
for experienced officers the
proper techniques in
handling the crime scene
of a homicide
investigation. -  Assists
academy and field trainers
in the instruction of new
and experienced officers in
the handling of crime
scene investigations.
Professional
20 minutes, order 1-9205-IN

How To Make A Safe
Traffic Stop

Potential hazards and
viable methods of

protection.
Professional
14 minutes, order 2-5072-IN

Initial Burglary
Investigations

Helps instill a sense of
pride in performing

proper investigative
procedures.
Professional
22 minutes, order 1-8123-IN

Interpersonal
Communications

Set in a custody
environment, this

program demonstrates
how an officer's
mannerisms and body
language can affect the
outcome of a situation.

Dramatized conversations
between officers and
prisoners demonstrate how
poor communication skills
can create problems.

Viewers learn specific
communication techniques
that will make them more
effective on the job.
Contains language some
may find offensive.
Adult
25 minutes, order 1-8955-IN

Investigating Accidents
Adult
17 minutes, order 1-8996-IN

Investigating Ritual
Crime

What to look for and
guidelines for

proceding if officer
suspects Satanic or ritual
crime activities.
Professional
11 minutes, order 2-5090-IN

Last Dance: Murder In
Canada

Neil Boyd's thorough and
compelling study of the

phenomenon. Who
murders? Who are the
victims? What motivates a
Killer? The findings may
surprise you.
Post Secondary - Introductory,
Post Secondary - Advanced, Adult,
Professional
59 minutes, order 9-1202-IN

The Last Hit: Children
And Violence

Golden Apple Award
Award, Golden Eagle

Award, Cine Silver Screen.

This culturally diverse
program focuses on
children, ages 6 to 12 who
candidly share their
experiences with violence
and earnestly express their
viewpoints on what
constitutes violence and
the best ways to avoid it.
Ages 16 to Adult
20 minutes, order 1-8929-IN

Law Enforcement And
The Mentally Disordered

Officers must be aware
that there are many

different types of mental
disorders, including mood
disorders, thought
disorders and neurologic
or organic conditions.

This program explains the
signs and symptoms to
look for when assessing a
situation that involves
someone who appears to
have a mental disorder.

The proper guidelines to
follow are discussed and
demonstrated and officers
are instructed to remember
that their safety can be
enhanced by focusing on
de-escalating tensions.

Produced by the Los
Angeles Sheriff's Dept
Professional
16 minutes, order 1-9103-IN
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Location Awareness

Stresses that officers
know their location;

tactics on mapping usual
locations and learning new
ones.
Professional
10 minutes, order 2-5016-IN

Off Duty Survival

While on- and off-duty,
police officers feel a

moral and civic duty to
protect and serve the
public.

Though well-trained to
perform their everyday
duties, few officers ever
receive training on how to
respond as off-duty
officers.

This program addresses
many of the problems,
such as no backup or
support, that jeopardize
off-duty survival by
analyzing actual incidents
that cost off-duty officers
their lives.  Officers are
taught to respond clearly
and logically, to take the
time to assess the whole
situation, and to prevent
automatic responses such
as “tunnel vision” from
distorting their thinking.

Produced by the Los
Angeles County Sheriff's
department for law
enforcement personnel
only.
Professional
18 minutes, order 1-9113-IN

Officer Safety
The Tactical Training Series

Program enacts typical
incidents that could

result in serious trouble for
officers unless they
practice some simple
tactics for staying safe.
Identifies potential
hazardous situations and
ways to avoid them.
Professional
minutes, order 1-9907-IN

Officer Survival In The
Courtroom

When called into court to
testify about an

incident, it is important
that law enforcement
personnel give a credible
account of events.  This
program discusses how
filing a detailed report of
each incident, no matter
how quickly or easily it is
resolved, is an officer's best
means of assuring
credibility in court.  “Officer
survival in the courtroom”
also can depend upon
preserving video and audio
tapes of officer
communications, and
taking eye-witness
testimony at the scene.
These procedures are also
covered in the program.
Adult
8 minutes, order 1-2271-IN

Officer Survival:
Airborne Pathogens -
Tuberculosis

A practical introduction to
pathogens and the

dangers of certain air-
borne pathogens, including
tuberculosis.

Demonstrates how law
enforcement personnel can
avoid contact with
airborne diseases. Strongly
recommends annual
testing.

Also shows how to handle
someone who may have
tuberculosis, a life-
threatening disease on the
rise in North America.
Procedures include:
wearing latex gloves, using
a respirator, and
transporting evidence in a
biohazard bag for disposal.
Professional
22 minutes, order 1-8784-IN

Rape By Any Name
(Acquaintance Rape)

Acquaintance rape
constitutes more than

60 percent of all rapes in
North America - yet it is
rarely reported and difficult
to prosecute.

This video tackles the
major issues involved in
this complex problem,
including male and female
socialization, inadequate
legal recognition, and
assumptions regarding the
victim's culpability. It
covers a variety of
perspectives and opinions
and features a mock trial
based on an actual case of
acquaintance rape.

An excellent resource for
stimulating discussion and
increasing awareness.
Adult, Professional
60 minutes, order 9-7202-IN

Ritual Crime: Guidelines
For Identification

Signs and clues are
explained, teaches front-

line officers to gather
information and document
evidence for these
offenses.
Professional
18 minutes, order 1-9962-IN

Road Rage And Aggressive
Driving
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A View From The
Driver's Seat

“Road rage” is deliberate,
violent behaviour by a

driver in response to a real
or imagined traffic
grievance. Drivers may use
their vehicles as weapons,
or even get out of their
cars to accost or attack
another driver. Road rage
occurs when something
“snaps” in a driver who
might usually drive
carefully and obey all
traffic laws. Incidents
caused by road rage can
and do result in physical
assault, damage to or
destruction of personal
and public property. Similar
to the road rage driver is
the “aggressive” driver. An
aggressive driver may run
red lights, tailgate, weave
in and out of traffic and
ignore traffic laws as their
normal pattern of driving.
An aggressive driver may
trigger road rage in
another driver or may
develop road rage
themselves.

This timely program looks
at road rage and
aggressive driving from the
driver's perspective.
Viewers learn what to do if
they are the object of an
enraged driver and how to
avoid becoming enraged
themselves. Unintentional
actions such as driving too
slowly, blocking the
passing lane, cutting off
another driver, or
tailgating, can all lead to
road rage. Knowing what
to do if confronted by a
person who is enraged can
mean the difference
between life and death.
Ages 16 to Adult
20 minutes, order 1-2252-IN

Satanic Cults And Ritual
Crime

Exposes Satanists, their
symbols and practices;

warning signs that may
indicate involvement by
young people.
Professional
11 minutes, order 2-5078-IN

Scared Straight! 20 Years
Later

In 1978, seventeen
teenage lawbreakers

were taken inside of
Rahway—a maximum
security prison in New
Jersey. The reason,
however, was not to serve
time in jail for their crimes.
Rather, they were being
sent to Rahway in an
attempt to convince them
to abandon crime and
build a better future for
themselves.

How was this to be
accomplished?  In a raw
confrontation, a group of
hardened convicts called
“The Lifers” tried to literally
scare the kids into going
straight.  Using explicit
language and “in your
face” tactics, The Lifers
spared their audience
nothing while revealing
what life behind bars is
really like.  The
groundbreaking film Scared
Straight! documented this
experience, winning an
Academy Award and eight
Emmys after it first aired
twenty years ago.

What has happened to
these kids over the past
twenty years? Are any of
them in prison? Are any of
the convicts out? Today, 20
Years Later revisits some of
the teenagers—now in their
thirties—and the convicts who
tried to change their lives.

Combining current
interviews with clips from
the original program and
interviews conducted ten
years later, this video
shows viewers how the
experience impacted the
futures of the teens and
convicts alike.  One major
revelation serves as a
lesson to everyone: in
cases where after twenty
years nothing much had
changed for a participant,
drug and alcohol abuse
could almost always be
identified as the underlying
cause.

Most of the teens and
many of the convicts
benefitted from the
experience, adding to the
many reasons to continue
the program for new
generations. For viewers,
especially teens who are
currently committing
crimes or those who are
“on the edge”, this program
will serve to jolt them into
understanding what life in
prison really means.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
90 minutes, order 1-2282-IN

Seeing Is Believing

Discusses the importance
of proper appearance

and demeanor when
testifying in court. Includes
examples of things most
likely to have a positive or
negative effect on jurors.
Professional
11 minutes, order 1-8958-IN

Sexual Abuse Of
Children: Victims And
Abusers

WAVE Award - Best
Professional

Documentary

This hard-hitting
documentary takes a frank
look at the impact of child
sexual abuse, featuring
candid interviews with
therapists, victims (Nathan
Winter, child actor from
the movie Powder) and
recovering offenders.

The program explores
how, if a child is abused
physically, emotionally
and/or sexually, the long-
term ramifications for
everyone involved,
including society, can be
devastating.  The
recovering molesters
interviewed describe some
of the issues that led them
to become abusers,
including in some cases
having been sexually
abused themselves as
children.

Among the many other
traumatic consequences
victims of incest and other
child sexual abuse
experience are issues of
low self-esteem.  Quoting
Dr. Susan Forward, one
survivor interviewed in the
program says, “Victims feel
dirty, different, and
disgusting.” This program
strives to show
victims—and abusers—that
they are not alone and to
show how to begin to heal
from the trauma of child
sexual abuse.
Adult
28 minutes, order 1-2250-IN
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Sight Alignment (Firearm
Shooting)

Demonstration of how to
accurately shoot a

firearm by concentrating
specifically on sight
alignment.

The presentation is done
by expert, Jim Peters, North
Florida Firearms Training
Center.
Professional
22 minutes, order 1-8748-IN

Stolen Identity: Crime Of
The Millennium

Stolen Identity - When one
person literally takes

over the identity of
another person. When one
person assumes the
identity of another by
taking their name and
personal information to
steal money and credit
cards or to commit serious
crimes.

It's one of the fastest
growing crimes in the
country, partly because it's
so easy to perpetrate.  It
can happen to anyone and
at any time. All the person
needs to steal someone's
identity is a drivers license
or social insurance card.

This program identifies and
explains the means by
which a person's identity
can be stolen—credit repair,
shoulder surfing, account
takeover, dumpster diving,
social engineering or a
dishonest employee—and
gives some of the reasons
why this type of crime
occurs.

Victims of stolen identity
share their stories with
viewers, describing how
difficult it is to regain your
identity once it's been

taken.  Precautions are
outlined to help viewers
avoid becoming a victim of
stolen identity, including
shredding all personal
documents and never
freely giving out your
social insurance number
and ways to repair
damage done by identity
thiefs are described.
Adult
28 minutes, order 1-2504-IN

Surviving The Odds

Law enforcement officers
constantly face the threat

of violent confrontation in
their daily work.

In this dramatic program
which recreates an actual
incident, two officers make
a traffic stop only to be
surrounded and attacked
by seven friends of the
suspect.  The officers
involved discuss how their
mental, emotional and
physical preparation
allowed them to survive
the life-threatening
incident.
Professional
10 minutes, order 1-8956-IN

Suspicious Packages

This program provides
safety tips for officers

dealing with suspicious
packages or bomb threats.
Includes common
explosives, the three types
of triggering devices used
to set off bombs, and how
to handle a suspicious
package.
Professional
8 minutes, order 1-8952-IN

Telecommunication
Officer Training

Communication officers
have become an integral

part of the professional law
enforcement staff. The job
of a law enforcement
dispatcher has grown into
the all-important role of
emergency services
communications.

Telecommunications
officers are the backbone
of the emergency service
world. They are the
controllers of the
emergency services
information system.

This program will help
train communications
officers in every aspect of
communication between
law enforcement agencies,
fire departments,
emergency medical
services and the public.

It describes common radio
broadcast errors and how
to avoid them and
provides a list of 10 codes.
Viewers are also shown
how to answer phones
properly and direct calls to
the correct agency.
Adult
15 minutes, order 1-8884-IN

Through The Eyes Of A
Child: Reducing
Trauma,child Removal

Removing a child from
his parents and home is

very serious.  Strong
evidence indicates that
children experience
extreme trauma during
removal, which affects
their lives forever.
Unexpected separation

from a parent can feel like
a life-or-death matter to a
child, even when the child
is coming from an abusive
home.

This program explores the
many factors to be
considered by social
workers and police officers
involved in child removal
situations.  Viewrs will gain
insight into how the
experience might feel to
the child, and how best to
approach the removal in a
manner that is least
traumatic for the child and
his family.

Questions explored
include, is removal really
necessary?  Is the child in
immediate danger?  Will
the physical and emotional
well-being of the child be
compromised by removal?
Upon deciding that
removal is necessary, there
are questions such as,
where will the child be
taken?  What rights do the
parents have?  How should
the child's questions be
answered?  These and
many other concerns are
discussed in the program
with thoroughness and
sensitivity.
Professional
22 minutes, order 1-9291-IN
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Thumbs Up For Kids:
Testifying In Court

Designed for children
aged 3-8, explains court

procedures and reduces
the fear of testifying in
court. Introduces the key
members of court and their
roles, emphasizing that
testifying and telling the
truth is good and
important.

Included in “The Child
Witness Kit” produced by
the B.C. Attorney General,
Community Justice Branch
and distributed to the
province's Crown Counsels
for use in their Victim
Assistance Programs.
Early Years, Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to
11, Adult
13 minutes, order 1-8522-IN

Transportation Of
Prisoners: If You're
Taken Hostage

Since many police officers
feel that an officer has to

make a mistake in order to
be taken hostage, the
majority of police training
focuses on how to avoid
losing the upper hand to a
prisoner.

This informative program
deals with the realities of
officers being taken
hostage by their prisoners.
It demonstrates and
describes both good and
poor tactics used by
officers being held captive.

Critical moments in a
hostage situation are
identified and
demonstrated and proper
courses of action are
discussed.

Produced by the Los
Angeles County Sheriff's
Department.
Professional
10 minutes, order 1-8962-IN

Urban Sniper Situations

This program discusses
tactics patrol personnel

can employ in the event
they come under attack
from an urban sniper.

Officers learn how to be
prepared for a sniper
attack, what steps to take if
fired upon, how to
determine where the
sniper is firing from, and
rescue techniques to take if
a civilian or law
enforcement officer is
downed by sniper fire.
Professional
16 minutes, order 1-8950-IN

Using Cover

This program is an eye-
opening portrayal of the

penetrating power of
various handguns,
shotguns and rifles against
a variety of objects and
building materials.

The series of
demonstrations showing
bullets punching holes in
concrete or going through
a car door to pierce a
silhouette target on the
other side will make even
the most skeptical officers
more conscious of their
vulnerability when seeking
cover.

Having this knowledge in
the field is a matter of life
and death.
Professional
16 minutes, order 1-8953-IN

A Vehicle Search

Provides officers with
detailed information on

how to conduct an
extensive search of a
vehicle in order to gather
evidence.

Officers are encouraged to
use their imagination and
powers of observation to
locate the specific evidence
they need for a particular
case.

In addition to the list of
items needed to conduct a
complete search, officers
are shown how to
photograph, gather,
package, mark and store
evidence.
Professional
46 minutes, order 1-8782-IN

When Children Kill

Intensive look at the
motives behind youthful

murder and what we do
about it after the fact.
Interviews with offenders,
paychiatrists, teachers,
criminologist and an MP.
For academic and general
audiences.
Post Secondary - Introductory,
Post Secondary - Advanced, Adult,
Professional
23 minutes, order 9-1120-IN

When Looks Kill!
Profiling The Domestic
Assaulter

Information needed to
profile a domestic killer,

and steps to prevent
serious injuries or death to
victims and officers.
Adult
39 minutes, order 1-8735-IN

White Collar Crime
Series
White Collar Crime:
Understanding White
Collar Crime

Defines white-collar crime
and explains how to

know when a questionable
deal becomes a white-
collar crime.

Also describes some of the
key characteristics of a
confidence artist and the
importance of conducting
background checks in
finanical transactions.
27 minutes, order 1-8795

White Collar Crime:
Telemarketing Fraud

Demonstrates how
telemarketing fraud is

committed and how to
avoid becoming the next
victim.

Covers the telemarketing
techniques, mail order
schemes and other scams
used by confidence artists
to take your money. Also
explains how to tell when
products and services
being offered are
legitimate.
25 minutes, order 1-8799

White Collar Crime: Frauds
& Scams Against Seniors

With the growing
population of seniors,

there are more fraudulent
schemes aimed at this
sector of society than ever
before. This program
shows how to spot a scam
before it's too late.

Describes the vulnerability
of seniors and details the
most common forms of
fraud and how to prevent
them.
22 minutes, order 1-8802
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White Collar Crime:
Embezzlement

Each year billions of
dollars are lost to

financial criminals. Much of
this is taken through
embezzlement.

Learn about the motivation
and techniques of
embezzlers through
interviews with financial
experts, police and victims.
Also learn how to establish
an effective defence
against them.
24 minutes, order 1-8804

White Collar Crime:
Advance Fee Loan Schemes

Demonstrates through
interviews with victims

how advance fee scheme
criminals operate.

Topics include: the
characteristics and
motivation of these
criminals, preventative
measures to avoid their
schemes, and who to
contact if you become a
victim.
17 minutes, order 1-8806
Adult, Professional
115 minutes, order 1-87950-IN

The Will To Survive:
Officer Survival V I I

“Don't quit! Fight back!
Never give up!” This

dramatic re-enactment of
an officer shooting
recreates a true incident.
The shooting of deputies
George Arthur and Mike
Waters is vividly depicted
in this program that
stresses the need for
officers to always fight
back and never give up,
even when facing their
own mortality.

As the events unfold,
viewers witness the inner
strength and resolve of the
two officers, and their
overwhelming will to live.
After initially sustaining
their injuries, they both
thought of death and
accepted it. They then
turned away from those
thoughts and continued to
do the things that would
ensure their survival. Anger
and adrenaline helped
them to fight back and
eventually recover.

At the end of the program,
George Arthur and Mike
Waters comment on their
thoughts of the incident,
and reveal how they
survived and what they
learned from the
experience.
Professional
16 minutes, order 1-9105-IN

This listing is correct as of
Friday January 5, 2001 but is
subject to change without
notice. If this listing appears to
be out of date, please contact
us for up-to-date pricing and
availability. This is Subject Nbr
55. For a brief master list of all
available subjects, request
document number 800. For an
ORDER FORM, request
document number 801
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Need More
Information
About Our
Programs?
These listings are very
brief. Detailed title
information is only a
free phone call away.

Check out our internet
web page at
www.canlearn.com

Selecting the tab ’online
catalog’ will take you to
a complete listing of
every title available
from us.


